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May it please this honorable Court, defense, Tina Lykins, ladies and gentlemen of the jury. 

Stop, look, and listen. Those are ordinary words for ordinary 

ordinary people. We have to exercise ordinary care for one another. 

p, look, and listen. A physician cannot go speeding down the 

street, run a stop sign, then run a red light, then pass in a no-

medical policeman on guard. 

A doctor cannot come in and tell you, ladies and gentlemen of the jury, that he is allowed to tell a patient 

 

 

to pay more just to allow doctors to make higher salaries or hospitals to build more buildings or make 

 

a

in a while we get called upon to do extraordinary things. A physician, often; a paramedic. Seldom does an 

ordinary person without great gift or intelligence, but simply bringing in the evidence as I understand it 

and jury trials are no place t

emergency rooms, or phone calls between doctors about health care. All of those things. 

destroying forms. They gambled by refusing to read. They gambled by refusing to provide to you any 

 

You heard the testimony. And I will depend upon you collectively to remember the testimony. I trust a jury. 

to establish standards of care. Because something very special is happening here. Very special. A jury has 
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figure out the medicine in this case based upon the physical facts, the testimony, the missing evidence, 

and what is more likely than not. They gambled. But you know what, ladies and gentlemen? My job here 

is simply to try to provide you with information, not simply to provide you with my emotions. I often fear in 

 

e face of the earth, nor do I try to be. I seek out 

representation of ordinary people. And once in a great while I am blessed with an extraordinary person 

ten to 

know the family. 

window between you. My job is to advocate. My job is some education. My job is to assist you on behalf of 

my client. 

And if I have been emotional on behalf of my client, I make no apology. We had some things that have 

 expressed myself. I believe that a person 

 

And when a jury comes together with that magic with that magic to weigh the evidence and understand 

it, that is justice. Thomas 

believe, 226-year history now about it that have determined that we 

would not have trials laws where children are required to work long hours, they would not have pain and 

suffering needlessly, that those that are in positions of authority or in the professions shall not dictate to 

the people. We are a government of the people, by the people and for the people. And you will be acting 

on behalf of this entire community when you determine if these defendants met the standard of care. Did 

they use what would be the ordinary, reasonable methods available to diagnose, care and treat for David 

Lykins. 

they claim the standard is. But it is your collective judgment. It is the record that you will write that will 

determine standard of care. 
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And if you write a record that speaks loudly, strongly, boldly and truthfully, then you will write a record that 

will do more to upgrade or establish or at least maintain standard of care than any multimillion, 10-

hundred-million-dollar study or surveyor government action. 

Because if you write the record, every time someone arrives in that emergency room, every time someone 

arrives by ambulance, by car, with a condition where they expect to be treated and not ignored, where 

they expect all the information to be available and not ignored or destroyed or whatever, David Lykins will 

be there. His life will not be in vain. Not that his life was, but his death was. He will be a reminder of all 

times. He shall be like a sentinel as he stands there at that emergency room door and for all physicians 

and all hospitals and all people that are family physicians that have an opportunity to help for their 

patients. 

, extraordinary, because as you collectively get 

together, it is very special. And what will you decide in this case? Well, you decide do we send people 

home, do we send David Lykins, with the bells ringing, whistle blowing, the lights and the guard flashing, 

into that train of that horrible infection to certain death? Or do we listen. Do we collect a true history? Or 

do we let physicians and healthcare professionals just simply gamble and believe they can come into the 

courtroom and fool the ladies and gentlemen of the jury. Oh, it happens. But not very often. But it depends 

upon your diligence, and I know that and thank you. I have never seen a jury, for more for 30 years, pay 

more attention. I wish all of us could go back and deliberate. I know three-quarters of you, six of the eight, 

attentive or respectful jury. Your adversary and for that task, as difficult as it may be, I want you to 

remember one thing. Thousands and thousands of juries have preceded you. They have done the difficult 

care. 

drive-by diagnosis. Not a guess. Not a probably 

probabilities. 

was responsible. He would take his time. When it was time to unwind Mr. Johnson back there, Curtis 

Johnson, from that auger, those many hours when he would talk to him and take it slow and easy and 

figure out how to get him out, he would do it. When it was difficult to fix that situation, he took his time. 
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He stopped, looked and listened. When he was asked to fix a police department, he took his time. He 

talked to the community. He stopped, looked, listened, and he was personally responsible. 

Ladies and gentlemen, I think personal responsibility is probably the greatest attribute, protector of our 

society than anything else. Be it personal respo

America are David Lykins, that care about how people are treated. They care about how their job is 

worked. They care about making it better for others. They care about their families, care about their 

children. That makes the extraordinary effort to do their very best. 

Andrew Carnegie said the average person puts only 25 percent of his energy and ability into his work. The 

world takes its hat off to those who put in more than 50 percent of their capacity and stands on its head 

to those few and far between souls who devote 75 to a hundred percent. 

Ladies and gentlemen, when you run through a stop sign, barrel through the red light, pass in a no-

passing zone, it does you no good to say, oh, but for a thousand times I stopped, looked, and listened, 

and I only did it this time. 

 

I think it was probably said best we celebrate who said it do unto others as you have others do as you 

would have others do unto you. Would we want someone to take their time and listen, look at the signs 

and symptoms 

 

You know, ladies and gentlemen, what they have done, they have come in here and said while the Titanic 

 you will be happy. His honor has ruled that as a matter of 

ous. But his 
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by different animals, things like that, and enjoy watching those shows. I see an octopus. Gets in trouble. 

He squirts a bunch of ink in the water, and he buzzes off. Ladies and gentlemen, the defense in this case 

is like the ink in the water. 

What has been the defense in this case? Well, this disease is rare. Everyone up there indicated that they 

knew that this disease exists and that a board certified, qualified physician, level-l hospital should 

recognize it. That any deep-seated infection is potentially dangerous. Rare? We heard one of the experts 

tell you he does 75 75 a year. Use your recall on that. We heard testimony that they expect to see them. 

had, what the hospital had to give to the doctors, what they paid attention to. Jiminy, there may be a lot of 

diseases out there we never introduced. But somebody as sick as a dog, throwing up, unbearable pain, 

has a history of fever, we send them home? 

How in the world is our medical profession going to be able to diagnose biological and chemical problems 

if we just 

standard laboratory or CBC. 

No, this case is not about greedy lawyers forcing plaintiffs, Tina Lykins and her family, to seek justice. 

going out and creating that. The defense would want to play on the bias against lawsuits and the bias 

wyers that are very necessary to bring 

evidence in to allow you to establish and maintain the safety of the community and to do justice for those 

that have been the victims of negligence. And it is part of our system of justice and always has been that 

that right is inviolate and it is there to be used or our society would cease to exist as it is. 

 

you too will write a record for which the community can be proud, a record for which Dave Lykins can 

responsibilities. To whom much is given, much is required. 
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With my apologies to I want to read a little bit to you may have some photographs. Again, ladies and 

sympathy. We had plenty of sympathy at the funeral. We had plenty of sympathy when the baby was born. 

We had plenty of sympathy. Easter, Thanksgiving, Christmas, every otherwise joyous occasion that would 

 

But I do want you to understand if you want to look at the video, fine. You saw it before. There are a lot 

of there is a lot involved in this case. There is a lot of hurt. There is a lot of damage. There is a lot of 

pain. And justice required compensation. 

So, as I read this  

probably should read this after the jury verdict comes back perhaps not before. Can you all see that? 

 

ust got to show you that picture of that baby. Not for the sympathy. But 

 

I address it to David Lykins. My tribute will be: Oh Captain, my captain, our fearful trip is done. The ship 

has weathered every rack the prize we sought not yet won. The port is near, the bells I hear, the people all 

exulting, while follow eyes the steady keel, the vessel grim and daring; but oh, heart, heart, oh, the 

bleeding drops of red, where on the deck my captain lies, fallen cold and dead. 0 Captain, my captain, 

rise up and hear the bells. Rise up. For you the flag is flung, for you the bugle trills. For you, bouquets and 

ribboned wreaths, for you the shores are crowded, for you they call, the swaying masses, their eager 

faces turning. Hear Captain, dear father, this arm beneath your head. It is some dream that on the deck 

feel my arm. He has no pulse nor will. The ship is coming in to anchor, its voyage is closed and done, 

from fearful trip to the victor ship comes in with object won. Exult, oh shores, and ring the bells. But I, with 

mournful tread, walk the deck my Captain lies, fallen cold and dead. 

What was the prize here? David Lykins wanted three things in his life. One, he personally wanted to do his 
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d security for his family. Worked hard at it. 

Triple jobs. I respect that man. And still had all that time for his family. Above all he wanted to be there. 

He wanted to be there. 

Second, professionally, he wanted to advance. He wanted to give, he wanted to serve, he wanted to take 

that time. And he meant it when he said he wanted to serve. Volunteered on many occasions. And if you 

look at that, what he got paid for being the chief of police in the troubled village, it was obviously a token 

of his desire to better his community and serve mankind. And particularly the people that he could help 

when he could. And volunteer. 

terms. Standard of care, medical treatment. This community awaits your decision. This community awaits 

 have bothered to look at 

destroyed. 

Will you look at the ink in the water. When you see your way clear because Captain Lykins saw his way 

clear to do the best he could with everything he tried to put in front of his life. He was a good man and a 

good father. And I ask you, in light of the evidence and in light of the testimony of Jerry Oster, the urgent 

care doctor, who threw him the lifeline threw him 

Tina took him. And they took went to the emergency room with that lifeline. 

And then they called Dr. Oster to close the loop. They closed the loop all right. Instead of giving him a 

lifeline, they gave him the noose. 

And all they had to do was stop, look and listen and pay attention to their patients. This patient. For Tina 

he needed to have lab work. CBC means nothing. The hospital itself 

and they gamble and they make the voyage very difficult. 
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I will get to speak to you again, and I will for another 20 or 30 minutes, unless you want to just tell me to 

convincing. This case really needs no convincing. I ask the question what is fair, what is justice, what is 

standard of care. That is not standard of care. Look no evil, see no evil, hear no evil. And in fact the 

lesser of two evils is going back and having to determine standard of care, and fair, reasonable verdict, 

then they will have won. 

Ladies and gentlemen, I await your verdict so I can tell the captain that his trip is truly over, his prize is 

truly won, and that you will post the conscience of this community in the emergency room where these 

defendants jointly and severally the hospital, the nurses, the three doctors so that they stop, look and 

listen and listen to ordinary people. Because this courtroom is for the victims. This courtroom is for 

ordinary people. And I as an ordinary person, I salute you as doing something very special in having the 

been reviewed by a jury. Everything we do is reviewable by a jury. I ask you to realize how important it is 

and what an important thing that you do here. 

my heart. Thank you ladies and gentlemen. 
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